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Entanglement-enhanced matter-wave

interferometry in a high-finesse cavity

Graham P. Greve1 ∗, Chengyi Luo1 ∗, Baochen Wu1, James K. Thompson1 †

26 October 2021

Entanglement is a fundamental resource that allows quantum sensors to surpass the standard quantum limit set by the quantum col-

lapse of independent atoms. Collective cavity-QED systems have succeeded in generating large amounts1; 2 of directly observed

entanglement involving the internal degrees of freedom of laser-cooled atomic ensembles1–12. Here we demonstrate cavity-QED

entanglement of external degrees of freedom to realize a matter-wave interferometer of 700 atoms in which each individual atom

falls freely under gravity and simultaneously traverses two paths through space while also entangled with the other atoms. We demon-

strate both quantum non-demolition measurements and cavity-mediated spin interactions for generating squeezed momentum states

with directly observed metrological gain 3.4+1.1
−0.9

dB and 2.5+0.6
−0.6

dB below the standard quantum limit respectively. An entangled

state is for the first time successfully injected into a Mach-Zehnder light-pulse interferometer with 1.7+0.5
−0.5

dB of directly observed

metrological enhancement. These results open a new path for combining particle delocalization and entanglement for inertial sen-

sors13; 14, searches for new physics, particles, and fields15–21, future advanced gravitational wave detectors22–24, and accessing beyond

mean-field quantum many-body physics25–29.

Light-pulse matter-wave interferometers exploit the quantized1

momentum kick given to atoms during absorption and emission2

of light in order to split atomic wavepackets so that they traverse3

distinct spatial paths at the same time. Additional momentum4

kicks then return the atoms to the same point in space to inter-5

fere the two matter-wave packets. Such matter-wave interferom-6

eters are exquisitely precise and accurate quantum sensors for a7

vast range of applications including inertial sensing and naviga-8

tion13; 14, searching for dark matter19; 21 and dark energy15; 18, de-9

termination of fundamental constants and the most precise test of10

a physical theory to date17; 20, geodesy, geophysics and mineral11

and hydrocarbon exploration30, exploring general relativity with12

quantum probes16; 31; 32, and detecting gravitational waves22–24.13

The key to the precision of these devices is the encoding of in-14

formation in the phase q that appears in the superposition of the15

two quantum trajectories within the interferometer. This phase16

must be estimated from quantum measurements to extract the de-17

sired information. For # atoms, the phase estimation is funda-18

mentally limited by the independent quantum collapse of each19

atom to an rms angular uncertainty Δ\SQL = 1/
√
# rad known as20

the standard quantum limit (SQL)33. Reducing this fundamen-21

tal quantum source of imprecision would provide a new resource22

that can be exploited to directly enhance measurement precision,23

bandwidth, and accuracy or operate at reduced size.24

Here, we demonstrate for the first time the generation and in-25

jection of quantum entanglement into a light-pulse matter-wave26

interferometer34; 35 with a direct observation of a reduction in the27

phase noise below the standard quantum limit. We thus simulta-28

neously combine two of the most striking features of quantum me-29

chanics, the concept that a particle can appear to be in two places30
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at once and entanglement between distinct particles. This work is 31

also a harbinger of a future in which quantum many-body simula- 32

tions using degenerate gases in cavities25–28 will explore beyond 33

mean-field physics by directly modifying and probing quantum 34

fluctuations, or the quantum measurement process itself induces 35

phase transitions29. 36

Quantum entanglement between the atoms allows the atoms to 37

conspire together to reduce their total quantum noise relative to 38

their total signal during the phase estimation process36; 37. Such 39

entanglement has been generated between atoms and ions us- 40

ing direct collisional38–44 or Coulomb45; 46 interactions, with ap- 41

plications to entangled spatial interferometry in trapped geome- 42

tries38; 44 and mapping of internal entanglement onto momentum 43

states47. 44

We demonstrate for the first time, the realization of cavity-QED 45

entanglement generation between the external momentum states 46

of different atoms using two distinct approaches that both rely on 47

the strong collective coupling between the atoms and an optical 48

cavity. In the first approach, we realize cavity-enhanced quantum 49

non-demolition measurements1–4 to essentially measure and sub- 50

tract out the quantum noise. In the second approach, we utilize the 51

cavity to mediate unitary interactions between the atoms to realize 52

so-called one-axis twisting10–12; 36; 48 or an all-to-all Ising interac- 53

tion. Both approaches have been realized for generating as much 54

as 18.5 dB of entanglement1; 2, but only between internal states of 55

atoms and with only the realization of directly observed enhance- 56

ments in entangled microwave clocks8; 9 and magnetometers49. 57

Strong collective coupling to the cavity #� ≫ 1 is the key re- 58

quirement for both approaches to generate entanglement, where 59

� is the single particle cooperativity parameter48; 50; 51. Previ- 60

ously, an interferometer was operated in a low finesse cavity52; 53, 61

to provide power build-up, spatial mode filtering, and precise 62

beam alignment. Here, we achieve matter-wave interferomet- 63

ric control34; 35 simultaneously with strong collective coupling 64
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Fig. 1 | Experimental overview. (a) Ultracold atoms undergo guided free fall in a vertical high-finesse cavity. The atomic wavepackets are split and

recombined by driving two-photon Raman transitions to provide quantized momentum kicks to the atoms. (inset) Intracavity atomic probe light generates

entanglement between the atoms via either one-axis twisting dynamics or quantum non-demolition measurements made by detecting the reflected atomic

probe field with a homodyne detector. (b) Space-time and Bloch sphere depictions of the generation and injection of the entanglement into a Mach-Zehnder

matter-wave interferometer. Squeezing is first generated in the population basis, and then a Raman beam splitter pulse orients the squeezing for enhanced

interferometer phase sensitivity. The two paths (red and blue) accrue a relative phase q over time 2)evol, the mirror pulse serves to reoverlap the wavepackets,

and the readout beam splitter pulse creates interference that is read out as a population difference with sub-standard quantum limit sensitivity. Representative

noise distributions are depicted on the Bloch sphere for various points in the interferometer.

#� ≈ 500 by operating inside a high cavity finesse F = 1.3×105
65

with small mode waist F0 = 72 µm.66

Our two-mirror cavity is vertically-oriented along /̂ (Fig. 1).67

The cavity has a power decay rate ^ = 2c × 56(3) kHz, mir-68

ror separation ! = 2.2 cm, and free spectral range lFSR =69

2c × 6.7879 GHz (all error bars reported are 1f uncertainties).70

Rubidium atoms are loaded into a red-detuned 813 nm standing-71

wave intracavity lattice and laser-cooled to a radial temperature of72

0.7(3) µK. The lattice is adiabatically reduced to allow the atoms73

to accelerate under gravity for a duration)fall, guided tightly along74

the cavity axis by a hollow (Laguerre-Gauss LG01-like) blue-75

detuned optical dipole guide54 with thermal rms cloud radius of76

Arms = 3.0(5) `m ≪ F0 (see Methods for additional details).77

Manipulating matter-waves. We manipulate matter-wave78

wavepackets using velocity-sensitive two-photon transitions with79

wavelength _ = 780 nm. The combined absorption and stimu-80

lated emission of photons imparts 2ℏ: momentum kicks oriented81

along the cavity axis, where : = 2c/_ and ℏ is the reduced Planck82

constant.83

For Raman transitions in which both momentum and spin84

states are changed, we utilize the magnetically-insensitive 87Rb85

clock states, |↓〉 ≡ |� = 1, <� = 0〉 and |↑〉 ≡ |� = 2, <� = 0〉,86

separated by the hyperfine transition frequency lHF ≈ 2c ×87

6.835 GHz. The driving laser’s frequency is stabilized between88

two TEM00 longitudinal modes approximately Δ = 2c × 85 GHz89

blue-detuned of |↑〉 → |4〉 ≡ |52P3/2, � = 3〉. The cavity free90

spectral range is tuned such that two sidebands at ±l' are ap-91

proximately ±23 MHz from resonance with the closest TEM0092

mode when 2l' = l�� . This configuration allows enough light93

to nonresonantly enter the cavity for a two-photon Rabi frequency94

Ω = 2c × 10 kHz. By injecting the Raman tones non-resonantly95

and with opposite detunings, we greatly suppress laser frequency96

noise from being converted into phase and amplitude noise inside 97

the cavity. Such noise manifests as noise in the Raman rotations 98

and undesired Bragg scattering to other momentum states. 99

As the atoms fall under gravity inside the cavity, the rela- 100

tive Doppler shift for light propagating upwards versus down- 101

wards chirps linearly in time. We compensate this effect by lin- 102

early ramping the instantaneous frequency of the sidebands as 103

2l' = lHF + X − 1(C − Cvs) with 1 = 2:6 = 2c × 25 kHz/ms 104

with the local acceleration due to gravity 6 = 9.8m/s2, X the two- 105

photon detuning in the falling frame of reference, and Cvs the time 106

at which we will apply the first c pulse for velocity selection de- 107

scribed below (see Fig. 2(b) and Methods). 108

In Fig. 2(c), we show the initial axial velocity spectrum of the 109

atoms as mapped out by inducing velocity-dependent spin flips. 110

We use this same process to select atoms within a narrow range 111

of initial velocities for coherent manipulation of matter-waves in 112

the remainder of this work. After falling for )fall = 15 ms, atoms 113

are optically-pumped to |↑〉, and the two-photon detuning is set to 114

Xvs = −400 kHz to transfer a group of atoms to |↓〉 from the center 115

of the axial velocity distribution55. Atoms in |↑〉 are removed by 116

a transverse radiation pressure force. The velocity-selected atoms 117

are returned to |↑〉 with a Raman c pulse and the selection process 118

is repeated, resulting in approximately #0 = 800− 1200 atoms in 119

|↓〉 with rms momentum spread Δ? = 0.1ℏ: set by choice of the 120

two-photon Rabi frequency Ω = 2c × 1.4 kHz. 121

In Fig. 2(d) we demonstrate the quantized nature of the mo- 122

mentum kicks imparted by the intracavity Raman transitions. Af- 123

ter velocity selection, a c/2 pulse is followed by a second Ra- 124

man c pulse to place the atoms into a superposition of |0ℏ:, ↓〉 125

and |4ℏ:, ↓〉 in the falling frame of reference. We observe this as 126

two distinct peaks separated in the subsequent velocity spectrum. 127

Though not leveraged here, future interferometers might evolve 128

in such superpositions so as to minimize systematic errors and 129
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Fig. 2 | Manipulating matter-waves in a high finesse cavity. (a) Simplified energy-level diagram for 87Rb. The empty-cavity resonance (green) is detuned

by X2 from the |↑〉 → |4〉 transition l0 . The Raman tones (blue) injected into the cavity drive a spin-changing |↑〉 ↔ |↓〉 transition with two-photon

detuning X defined in a falling reference frame. (b) The Raman tones are derived from a laser locked between two adjacent TEM00 modes (grey) and

modulated at l' ∼ lHF/2, leaving them detuned from the cavity resonances by ±23 MHz, close enough to resonance to allow light to enter the cavity

while also sufficiently detuned to avoid strong laser FM to intracavity AM and PM conversion that would interfere with manipulating the matter-waves with

a precision below the standard quantum limit. (c) Atoms are prepared in |↓〉 and allowed to fall for a duration )fall = 7.5 ms (orange) or 15 ms (blue). The

Raman coupling is applied at a fixed detuning X, after which the number of atoms in |↑〉 is measured, revealing the axial velocity distribution. The full-width

half-maximum of both distributions corresponds to a momentum spread of 5ℏ:, too broad for interferometry. During velocity selection, a group of about

800 atoms with rms momentum spread Δ? = 0.1ℏ: (red) are kept from the latter distribution while the rest are removed with transverse radiation pressure.

(d) After velocity selection, a pair of Raman transitions can be used to place atoms into a superposition of |0ℏ:, ↓〉 and |4ℏ:, ↓〉. Raman spectroscopy is

used to verify the discrete velocity distribution. (e) Alternatively, Bragg transitions can be driven by adding amplitude modulation to the Raman tones. Here,

a Bragg c/2 pulse splits the wavepacket, and consecutive c pulses transfer additional momentum to create a superposition |0ℏ:, ↓〉 and |2=ℏ:, ↓〉 with the

momentum difference as large as 10ℏ: shown here.

dephasing due to environmental couplings to the spin degree of130

freedom.131

Complementary to hyperfine spin-state changing Raman tran-132

sitions, we also demonstrate intracavity Bragg transitions in this133

high finesse and high cooperativity cavity. The Bragg coupling134

connects states |=ℏ:〉 ↔ |(= + 2)ℏ:〉 with no change in the spin135

degree of freedom, as shown in Fig. 2(e). The Bragg transitions136

are driven by two laser tones derived from the same laser with137

difference frequency l� = Xvs − 1 (C − Cvs). After velocity se-138

lection, the wavepacket is coherently split by a Bragg c/2 pulse,139

followed by successive c pulses to transfer momentum to one of140

the wavepacket components for a momentum difference of up to141

10 ℏ: . Access to Bragg transitions opens the door to both large142

momentum transfer operations for greater sensitivity and to im-143

proved coherence times in future work.144

Squeezing on momentum states. With the ability to manipu-145

late matter-waves in our cavity, we turn our attention to creating146

entanglement between atoms that includes this external degree147

of freedom. We describe the collective state of our matter-wave148

interferometer using a Bloch sphere with average Bloch vector149

®� = 〈�̂G Ĝ + �̂H Ĥ + �̂I Î〉 of length � ≡
�

�

�

®�
�

�

� ≤ #0/2 in a fictitious150

coordinate space56. The collective pseudospin projection opera-151

tors are defined as �̂I ≡ 1
2

(

#̂↑ − #̂↓
)

with collective population152

projection operators #̂↑ =
∑#0

8
|0〉8 8 〈0 | and #̂↓ =

∑#0

8
|1〉8 8 〈1 |, 153

and similarly for other pseudospin projections. In this work, 154

|0〉8 = |2ℏ:, ↑〉8 and |1〉8 = |0ℏ:, ↓〉8 for the 8th atom. 155

We use a Raman c/2 pulse to nominally prepare all atoms in 156

an unentangled coherent spin state |k〉 = Π
#0

8
1√
2
( |0〉8 + |1〉8) de- 157

scribed by the Bloch vector ®� = �Ĝ. The quantum noise that will 158

appear in a measurement manifests in the non-zero variance of the 159

spin projection operators (Δ�I)2
= 〈�̂2

I 〉 − 〈�̂I〉2 ≠ 0, etc. and is 160

visualized on the Bloch sphere as a quasi probability distribution 161

of the orientation of the Bloch vector from trial to trial. It is the 162

ratio of rms spin projection noise amplitude to the length of the 163

Bloch vector that sets the standard quantum limit in the quantum 164

phase estimation of the polar and azimuthal angles. 165

The Wineland parameter characterizes the phase enhancement 166

of a squeezed state with phase uncertainty Δ\ that is certified to 167

arise from entanglement between the atoms37
168

, =

(

Δ\

Δ\SQL

)2

. (1)

Physically, it is the reduction in the angular noise variance of the 169

phase estimation relative to the standard quantum limit Δ\SQL = 170

1/
√
# one would have for a pure state with a Bloch vector length 171

�2 = #/2 equal to that of the actually prepared mixed or partially 172

decohered state absent the squeezing operation (see Methods) . 173
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We prepare squeezed momentum states through two separate174

cavity-based interactions: quantum non-demolition (QND) mea-175

surements1; 2; 50 and one-axis twisting (OAT)10; 36; 48. In both176

cases, quantum noise is reduced in one spin-momentum projec-177

tion at the expense of increased quantum noise along the orthog-178

onal projection.179

Population readout is achieved through collective or QND180

measurements of the free falling atomic samples that ideally181

give information about the fraction of the atoms in different182

spin-momentum states without revealing single-particle informa-183

tion50; 54. The two momentum states interact differently with the184

optical cavity because they carry distinct spin labels. We tune185

a TEM00 cavity mode with resonance frequency l2 to the blue186

of the |↑〉 → |4〉 transition l0 by X2 = l2 − l0. After adia-187

batically eliminating the excited state |4〉 and ignoring mean-field188

light shifts that will be spin-echoed away, the effective Hamil-189

tonian48 describing the atom-cavity QND interaction can be ex-190

pressed in a rotating frame at the atomic transition frequency as191

ĤQND =
(

X2 + jQND#̂↑
)

2̂†2̂ (2)

where the cavity field is described by creation and annihilation192

operators 2̂† and 2̂. The QND interaction generates entanglement193

between the cavity field and the collective population #↑ in |↑〉194

so that measuring the phase of the field that emerges from the195

cavity allows us to determine the population #↑. Alternatively,196

atoms in |↑〉 create a round trip phase shift of the intracavity light197

that causes the cavity resonance to shift by an amount jQND =198

2c × 336(2) Hz per atom in |↑〉 at a detuning X2 = 2c × 175 MHz199

and accounting for interaction of the cavity mode with all excited200

state hyperfine levels.201

The cavity frequency shift is estimated by detecting the &202

quadrature of probe light reflected from the cavity input mirror203

as the laser frequency is swept across resonance (Fig. 3(b)). A204

typical measurement lasts 150 µs. The population #↓ of atoms205

in the momentum state with spin label |↓〉 is measured with the206

same technique after transferring the atoms to |↑〉 using a Raman207

c pulse. The Raman c pulse serves the additional functions of208

re-overlapping the wavepackets and cancelling the average light209

shift of the probe.210

Collective QND measurements are used in creating conditional211

spin squeezing. The spin-momentum projection in the popula-212

tion basis is measured once with the pre-measurement outcome213

�I ? =
1
2

(

#↑ − #↓
)

|pre. The same projection is then measured a214

second time with the final measurement outcome labeled �I 5 =215

1
2

(

#↑ − #↓
)

|fin. Each final population measurement is made after216

first optically pumping atoms in |↑〉 to |� = 2, <� = 2〉 to achieve217

lower readout noise (estimated at more than 15 dB below the218

projection noise level) by using the optical cycling transition to219

|� = 3, <� = 3〉.220

If sufficiently precise, the pre-measurement localizes the state221

to below the initial coherent spin state level, producing a squeezed222

state. It can be considered a measurement of the quantum fluctu-223

ation of the orientation of the state on a given trial, and the mea-224

surement outcome can then be used to partially subtract the quan-225

tum fluctuation from the final measurement outcome by consid-226

ering the difference �I3 = �I 5 − �I ? . The quantum fluctuation227

is common to the two measurements, but any rotation of the state228

(i.e. the signal) that occurs in between the two measurements ap- 229

pears only in the final measurement outcome so that one can es- 230

timate the angular displacement as sin(\) ≡ �I3/�B . The length 231

of the Bloch vector �B after the pre-measurement has prepared 232

a squeezed state is measured in a separate set of experiments in 233

which a c/2 pulse about azimuthal angle q is inserted between 234

the pre- and final measurements. The length of the Bloch vec- 235

tor is estimated from the fringe amplitude of �I 5 versus q as it is 236

varied between 0 to 2c. The initial length of the Bloch vector �2 237

needed for estimating the spectroscopic enhancement is estimated 238

in the same manner, but without the pre-measurement applied. 239

Fig. 3(c) shows the spectroscopic resolution enhancement , 240

versus the strength of the QND interaction as parameterized by 241

"i, the average number of incident photons that enter the cavity 242

during each population pre-measurement window. At low "i, 243

the probe’s vacuum noise limits the spectroscopic enhancement, 244

while at high "i, the spectroscopic enhancement is limited by 245

free space scattering of the probe light that leads to a reduction in 246

�B and transitions to other ground states that decorrelate the pre- 247

and final measurements. Near "i = 600, # = 1170(30) atoms, 248

and X2 = 2c × 175 MHz, we achieve , = 0.46(11) or 3.4+1.1
−0.9

dB 249

of directly observed squeezing in the momentum-spin basis. 250

We also realize momentum-spin entanglement via cavity- 251

mediated interactions10; 48; 51. The one-axis twisting (OAT) 252

Hamiltonian36
253

ĤOAT = jOAT �̂
2
I (3)

is generated by applying a fixed frequency drive tone offset from 254

the average dressed cavity resonance by X? & ^/2. Briefly, the 255

populations in each momentum-spin state tune the cavity closer to 256

or further from resonance with the fixed frequency drive tone, al- 257

lowing more or less light into the cavity. After adiabatic elimina- 258

tion of the dressed cavity mode and neglecting terms that will be 259

spin-echoed away, one finds that to first approximation, 2̂†2̂ ∝ #̂↑. 260

As a result, the spin-dependent portion of the QND Hamiltonian 261

is transformed after a spin-echo pulse into Eq. 3, a pure spin-spin 262

Hamiltonian proportional to #̂2
↑ + #̂2

↓ = 4�̂2
I with the cavity mode 263

acting as a mediator of the interaction. The unitary interactions 264

drive shearing of the atomic quantum noise distribution with a 265

resulting squeezed state minimum noise projection oriented at a 266

small angle U0 from Î (Fig. 4(b, inset)). 267

To suppress free-space scattering, it is ideal to operate at X? = 268

^/2, however, we work at larger detunings. First, this reduces 269

deleterious QND interactions (or equivalently, photon shot noise 270

from the applied drive tone) that were neglected in the above de- 271

scription of the emergence of the unitary dynamics57. Secondly, 272

this allows operation in a linearized regime even in the presence of 273

shot-to-shot total atom number fluctuations. We empirically find 274

an optimum detuning of X? = 2.7× ^/2 with jOAT ≈ 2c×10 Hz. 275

After the OAT interaction is applied, the state is rotated us- 276

ing the Raman beams to couple the momentum-spin states so 277

that the minimum noise projection is along Î. The momentum- 278

spin populations are destructively readout out as described previ- 279

ously with measurement outcome labeled �I 5 . The Bloch vector 280

lengths �B (�2) with (without) OAT squeezing are measured in the 281

same manner as was done for the QND measurements by measur- 282

ing the fringe amplitude of �I 5 versus the azimuthal phase of a 283

4
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Fig. 3 | Momentum squeezing via one-axis twisting and quantum non-

demolition measurements. (a) Probe frequency setup for OAT and QND

measurements. During OAT, the laser is fixed at a detuning from cavity res-

onance X? . QND measurements are made by sweeping the probe laser fre-

quency over cavity resonance and detecting the & quadrature of the reflected

field. (b) QND probe sweeps measured in homodyne and normalized to the

full reflected field on resonance �0, shown for the empty cavity (gray) and for

900 atoms in |↑〉 (green). The observed frequency shift allows us to measure

the collective population operator #̂↑ with measurement outcome #↑, with-

out knowing which atoms are in |↑〉. The probe is sweeping 1.5 MHz/ms

and and the atom-cavity detuning is X2 = 2c×175 MHz. Free space scatter-

ing of probe light results in a slight broadening and reduced amplitude of the

observed signal 50. (c) QND measurements are used to pre-measure the quan-

tum noise in the spin projection �I and subtract it from a final measurement

as in 2. Increasing the number of probe photons "8 results in a more precise

pre-measurement, but at too high of a photon number, free space scattering

causes shortening of the Bloch vector (top) and spontaneous Raman scatter-

ing to other states. Squeezing is characterized by the spectroscopic enhance-

ment , (bottom) which reaches an optimum below the standard quantum

limit at "8 = 600 photons. (d) State tomography was performed to construct

the spin-momentum quasi-probability distributions in the �H − �I plane for

a coherent spin-state (CSS), a QND-squeezed state, and an OAT-squeezed

state.

c/2 rotation prior to the final readout. We achieve a directly ob-284

served spectroscopic enhancement from OAT of , = 0.56(8) or285

2.5+0.6
−0.6

dB. The optimal configuration was realized with "i ≈ 700286

photons, X2 = 2c × 350 MHz, and # = 730(10) atoms.287

Entangled matter-wave interferometry. We now turn to inject-288

ing the prepared entangled states into a matter-wave interferom-289

eter. We use a slightly modified Mach-Zehnder Raman interfer-290

ometer with (c/2 - c - c/2) pulse sequence to coherently sepa-291

rate, undo the separation, and interfere the atomic wavepackets.292

In analogy to an optical Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the c/2293

pulses play the role of 50/50 beam splitters at the entrance and294

exit of the interferometer and the c pulse plays the role of the295

mirrors that redirect the beams from the input beam splitter to the296

output beam splitter.297

After preparing a squeezed state with OAT, a Raman beam298

splitter rotation orients the squeezing along Ĥ. The spin projec-299

tion �H will change if a small signal phase q is applied. The ori-300

enting of the squeezing is accomplished via a (c/2 + U0) pulse 301

aligned to the atomic Bloch vector along Ĝ. A relative phase ac- 302

cumulates between the wavepackets during a free evolution time 303

)evol, a Raman c “mirror" pulse is applied, followed by another 304

free evolution time)evol. Finally, a readout c/2 pulse transfers the 305

signal q and the squeezing into a displacement in the momentum- 306

spin population basis Î with a measurement outcome �I 5 . The 307

Bloch vector lengths �B and �2 are measured in separate experi- 308

ments with and without OAT applied by scanning the azimuthal 309

phase of the final c/2 pulse of the interferometer and measuring 310

the fringe amplitude as before (see Fig. 4(c)). 311

We achieve a directly observed spectroscopic enhancement as 312

measured by the Wineland parameter of 1.7+0.5
−0.5

dB beyond the 313

standard quantum limit with # = 660(15) atoms as shown in 314

Fig. 4(b). We also note that the actual phase variance of the inter- 315

ferometer is reduced by 3.4+0.9
−1.2

dB compared to with no one axis 316

twisting, consistent with expectations from �2 . 317

Phase sensitivity beyond the SQL was limited to evolution 318

times)evol < 0.7 ms (Fig. 4(d)). Evidence from purely microwave 319

interferometers with no momentum states involved suggests this 320

loss of observable squeezing was primarily due to magnetic field 321

fluctuations in the lab that lead to added fluctuations in the az- 322

imuthal phase accrued during the interferometer evolution times. 323

The matter-wave interferometer is sensitive to vibration noise, but 324

the measured accelerations are not sufficient to explain the loss 325

of directly observed entanglement (see Methods). Single-particle 326

decoherence is also inadequate as an explanation because �2 de- 327

creased by less than 5% over these evolution times. We also ob- 328

serve that if the squeezed spin projection is left in the population 329

basis �I during the interferometer, then the squeezing persists for 330

several milliseconds. From this, we conclude that the entangled 331

state persists for longer than we can directly confirm because the 332

interferometer is detecting an undesired magnetic field signal that 333

masks the quantum noise reduction as )evol increases. 334

In the future, the magnetic field noise can be reduced and look- 335

ing further ahead, the combination of Raman and Bragg tech- 336

niques demonstrated here would enable the most delicate portion 337

of the interferometer to be operated fully with the two portions 338

of the superposition possessing the same spin label. To further 339

improve interferometer sensitivity, the entanglement can be com- 340

bined with large momentum transfer sequences, one could inject 341

the squeezed state into a lattice interferometer to hold the atoms 342

longer53, or prepare the entanglement in the cavity and allow the 343

atoms to undergo free fall and subsequent fluorescence measure- 344

ment readout8. 345

The amount of momentum squeezing could be improved with 346

larger collective cooperativity #�. The need for velocity selec- 347

tion limits our final number of atoms, so higher atom density 348

in momentum space through improved axial cooling or the use 349

of a Bose-Einstein condensate could lead to significant improve- 350

ments39; 58–60. It will also be possible to perform the entangle- 351

ment generation utilizing optical cycling transitions in rubidium, 352

strontium, and ytterbium2; 6; 12; 50; 54 for which the fundamental 353

scaling of the achievable Wineland parameter would improve to 354

, ∝ 1/#� from the current scaling , ∝ 1/
√
#�. 355

This proof-of-principle light-pulse matter-wave interferometer 356

paves the way for utilizing cavity-generated entanglement as a 357
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Fig. 4 | Demonstrating sensitivity beyond the standard quantum limit. (a) The squeezed interferometer sequence, including entanglement generation

(purple), the interferometer (blue), and state readout (green). Each Raman transition (white rectangle) is labeled with magnitude (within) and axis of rotation

(above). (b) The spectroscopic enhancement , is compared for three configurations: a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with OAT (red circles, sequence

above), an unentangled interferometer without OAT (black squares), and OAT-squeezed states without the interferometer (blue circles). The duration of a

c/2 + U rotation is scanned to minimize the projected spin noise at U0. An ellipse is fit with 68% confidence bands to the OAT-squeezed interferometer

data, giving a minimum variance of , = 0.68(8) or 1.7+0.5
−0.5

dB. The interferometer here had )evol = 0.112 ms. (c) Interferometer contrast fringes with

)evol = 0.112 ms shown for no squeezing �2 (black) and with squeezing �B (red). (d) Phase sensitivity is maintained below the SQL for the squeezed

interferometer (red circles, left Bloch sphere) up to )evol = 0.7 ms. By contrast, if the squeezed spin projection is oriented along the population basis (blue

circles, right Bloch sphere), spectroscopic enhancement was seen to persist beyond )evol = 1 ms because this orientation is insensitive to phases accrued

during the evolution time.

quantum resource, enabling the next generation of interferom-358

eters with higher precision, enhanced measurement bandwidth,359

higher accuracy, and smaller size. Such devices will advance the360

frontiers of both practical applications and discoveries in funda-361

mental science, from particles and fields to gravitational wave de-362

tection13–18; 20–24; 30; 31; 52; 53; 58–62, and build a bridge to a future363

where cavity-QED-based quantum many-body simulations will364

move beyond mean-field physics to probe and manipulate quan-365

tum fluctuations in large ensembles of atoms25–29.366
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Methods533

Blue-detuned donut dipole guide534

The blue dipole guide laser is a 760 nm interference filter ECDL535

locked to a reference cavity for improved long-term stability.536

The laser is modulated by a fiber EOM with modulation index537

V ≈ 1.3 at the cavity free spectral range lFSR. By exciting adja-538

cent longitudinal modes of the cavity with opposite spatial parity539

with respect to the center of the cavity, one creates an axially-540

uniform blue dipole guide near the center of the cavity54. The541

donut-mode LG01 profile is constructed from the ±1st diffrac-542

tion orders of a fork-pattern phase plate63. Stress-induced bire-543

fringence of the cavity mirrors breaks cylindrical symmetry and544

splits the Hermite-Gaussian HG10 and HG01 modes up to XHG =545

2c × 100 − 500 kHz, depending on cavity piezo voltage, to be546

compared to the 157(5) kHz FWHM cavity linewidth for these547

modes. For the data presented here, XHG = 2c × 350 kHz. Prior548

to entering the cavity, the two LG modes are sent along sepa-549

rate paths. One path enters a free-space EOM to generate side-550

bands for locking the cavity to the blue dipole guide laser. The551

other path passes through two AOMs with a XHG frequency dif-552

ference such that the projected HG modes combine within the553

cavity to approximate an LG01 mode’s radial intensity distribu-554

tion via LG01 = HG01 + 8HG10. Because the frequency splitting555

XHG is much greater than the radial trap frequency, the atoms ef-556

fectively experience the time-averaged radial trapping potential of557

an LG01 mode.558

Laser cooling559

The experimental sequence is repeated every 750 ms. Each trial560

begins with a 2D MOT loading a 3D MOT with 108 atoms561

near the cavity center for approximately 0.5 s. The MOT coils562

are turned off, and around 2 × 105 atoms are cooled via polar-563

ization gradient cooling to 15 µK and loaded into an 813.5 nm564

red-detuned intracavity lattice with FWHM cavity linewidth565

166(5) kHz. Additional radial confinement is provided by the blue566

dipole guide. The red lattice depth is ramped down to a depth of567

80 µK or 250�; where �; is the recoil energy of the lattice. We568

then apply Λ-enhanced grey molasses cooling. Each of the six569

molasses beams has 2.5 mW and 1 cm beam waist. The light is570

detuned 2c × 42 MHz blue of |� = 2〉 → |� ′ = 2〉. A fiber EOM571

generates a 100 µW sideband for coherently forming the Λ system572

as |� = 1〉 ↔ |� ′ = 2〉 ↔ |� = 2〉. After 5 ms, the temperature573

of the ensemble is reduced to 6 µK.574

We then perform two-dimensional degenerate Raman side-575

band cooling (RSBC) to further cool the radial temperature to576

0.7(3) µK64. Three RSBC beams form a triangular lattice in577

a plane perpendicular to the cavity axis /̂ , with trapping fre-578

quency ltri = 2c × 75 kHz. The blue dipole guide and red lat-579

tice continue to provide a background radial trap. The RSBC580

laser is blue-detuned 50 GHz from the |� = 1〉 ↔ |� ′ = 2〉 tran-581

sition so that atoms are trapped at the nodes of the triangular lat-582

tice, suppressing scattering off the cooling beams. A bias mag-583

netic field of 0.11 G along /̂ is applied to match the first-order584

Zeeman splitting to the trap frequency ltri. The polarizations585

of the three beams are twisted by 10◦ from vertical to create586

the Raman coupling for driving the vibrational mode transition587

|� = 1, <� , =tri〉 → |� = 1, <� − 1, =tri − 1〉 that reduce the vi-588

brational quantum number =tri in the local traps. During RSBC, 589

atoms are continuously repumped back to |� = 1, <� = 1〉 by a 590

separate laser. 591

To improve the coupling of the atoms to the cavity we apply 592

multiple cooling cycles each lasting 2 ms. The RSBC light is 593

ramped on over 0.3 ms, cooling occurs for 1.2 ms, and then RSBC 594

light is ramped off over 0.3 ms. After 225 µs, the atoms have os- 595

cillated back to the center of the cavity, at which point we repeat 596

the cooling cycle. After three cooling cycles, we slowly turn off 597

the remaining red lattice and the RSBC lattice in 3 ms so that the 598

atoms start to free fall with rms radial extent Arms = 3.0(5) µm. 599

Atomic and cavity probe lasers 600

To stabilize the frequencies of the Raman lasers and the atomic 601

probe relative to the cavity, we frequency lock a separate cavity 602

probe laser to the cavity and then perform offset frequency phase 603

locks to this laser. The cavity probe is locked to a cavity TEM00 604

mode approximately 160 GHz to the blue of the atomic transition 605

frequencyl0 such that this mode is essentially unperturbed by the 606

presence of atoms. The locking of the cavity probe to the cavity 607

is done via a Pound-Drever-Hall lock at very low phase modu- 608

lation index for a single sideband to carrier power ratio of 10−4. 609

Rather than locking to the carrier, we lock to the weak sideband. 610

This allows us to reduce the amount of power entering the cavity 611

to only 400 pW (half from the sideband and half nonresonantly 612

from the carrier) while still operating above the technical noise 613

floor of the photodiode. This lock is always engaged. To allow 614

phase locking of other lasers to the cavity probe with relative beat 615

notes less than 2 GHz, some of the laser light is passed through 616

a fiber EOM driven strongly at 13.6 GHz to generate very high 617

order sidebands. 618

The atomic probe laser is phase-locked with an offset frequency 619

of approximately 13.6 × 12 = 163.2 GHz to the red of the cav- 620

ity probe, placing it close to l0. The offset phase-lock fre- 621

quency is adjusted to maintain the atomic probe laser approxi- 622

mately X2/2c + 80 MHz blue of l0. We derive three important 623

tones from this laser: a homodyne reference beam, a path length 624

stabilization beam used for removing path length noise and drift, 625

and the actual atomic probe tone used for one axis twisting and 626

QND measurements. The path length stabilization beam is passed 627

through an EOM that is modulated at 80 MHz to create a weak 628

sideband that will serve as the atomic probe tone. The combined 629

path length stabilization and atomic probe tones are reflected from 630

the cavity and detected on a single homodyne detector. The ho- 631

modyne reference beam is shifted by an 80 MHz AOM to have 632

the same frequency as the atomic probe tone. The quadrature of 633

the atomic probe tone that we detect in homodyne is actively sta- 634

bilized by adjusting the phase of the homodyne reference tone. 635

This is achieved by detecting the phase of the path length stabi- 636

lization tone appearing in the homodyne detector at 80 MHz and 637

then holding this phase constant by feedback on the frequency of 638

the 80 MHz AOM used to shift the homodyne reference beam. 639

The laser could be actively locked to the dressed resonance as 640

in2, or the linear part of the dispersive could be used to estimate 641

small frequency shifts, but for this work, we sweep the atomic 642

probe laser, and all derived beams, so that the atomic probe tone 643

sweeps through cavity resonance resonance at 1.5 MHz/ms. Al- 644

though this simplifies the experiment, it results in a 6 dB loss of 645
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quantum efficiency for a fixed amount of free space scattering646

when compared to performing homodyne detection on line cen-647

ter. Including this loss of efficiency, the net effective quantum648

efficiency is approximately 10%.649

The cavity probe, atomic probe and Raman lasers are DBRs650

with free-running linewidths of approximately 500 kHz. We use651

external optical feedback to narrow their linewidths65–67. A small652

fraction of the power from each laser is picked off and then retro-653

reflected back into the laser with a round trip length of 3 m in free654

space. The frequency of each laser is primarily determined by the655

length of the optical feedback path length which is stabilized using656

a piezo to move the retro-reflection mirror and a free-space phase657

modulator EOM for fast actuation with unity gain frequency of658

500 kHz. By optimizing the optical feedback fraction typically659

between 10−4 to 10−3, we achieve Lorentzian linewidths of less660

than 1 kHz.661

Microwave source662

High fidelity Raman pulse sequences require agile control of low-663

phase noise microwaves. Our microwave source is based on664

Ref. 68. A low phase noise 100 MHz crystal oscillator (Wenzel665

ULN 501-16843) is multiplied to 6.800 GHz using a nonlinear666

transmission line frequency comb generator (Picosecond Pulse667

Labs LPN7110-SMT). The stable 6.800 GHz is provided as the668

local oscillator for a single sideband modulator (Analog Devices669

HMC496).670

The required � and & modulation inputs to the single sideband671

modulator are created using three RF tones from an Analog De-672

vices AD9959 DDS. Two RF tones are at the same frequency near673

135 MHz and are 90 degrees out of phase. The phase, frequency,674

and amplitude of these two tones can be jumped for arbitrary ro-675

tations on the Bloch sphere, for selecting different momentum-676

changing transitions, velocimetry, etc. The third RF tone starts677

near 100 MHz but is continuously ramped in frequency at a rate678

2:6 ≈ 2c × 25.1 kHz/ms to match the time variation of the two-679

photon Doppler shift as the atoms fall under gravity. Each of the680

two initial RF tones are mixed with this third signal to generate681

tones near 35 MHz for the � and & inputs to the single sideband682

modulator.683

Finally, the modulator output near 6.835 GHz is divided by684

two using a low-noise divider (Analog Devices HMC862A) and685

applied to a fiber-coupled EOM to generate the desired Raman686

tones as the ±1st order sidebands. We estimate that the noise con-687

tributed by this frequency source is at least 30 dB below the SQL688

for 1000 atoms.689

Raman laser setup690

The laser that drives the Raman transitions is detuned Δ = 2c ×691

85 GHz blue of l0. As is done for the atomic probe, the Raman692

laser is stabilized with respect to the cavity by an offset frequency693

phase lock to the cavity probe. The offset frequency is set to center694

the Raman laser between two adjacent longitudinal TEM00 cav-695

ity modes. The two Raman tones, whose generation is described696

above, are symmetrically detuned from the cavity resonances by697

approximately (lHF −lFSR)/2 = 2c× 23 MHz. With 2.5 mW of698

total f+-polarized light incident on the cavity, the EOM modula-699

tion index allows an observed two-photon Rabi frequency of up700

to Ω = 2c × 15 kHz.701

The Raman laser is a DBR laser with a free-running linewidth 702

of approximately 500 kHz. We observed that the cavity converted 703

laser frequency noise to intracavity amplitude noise near Xvs that 704

can resonantly drive undesired Bragg transitions, leading to a loss 705

of nearly 50% of population to other momentum states outside of 706

the desired two-level basis for all the Raman pulses involved in the 707

interferometer sequence combined. We note that in the symmetric 708

detuning configuration here, the Raman transitions are first order 709

insensitive to conversion of laser frequency noise to both AM and 710

PM noise on the intracavity Raman tones. However, the Bragg 711

transitions are first order sensitive because of the opposite parity 712

of the standing wave modes being driven. 713

After narrowing the laser to a Lorentzian linewidth of less than 714

1 kHz, we found the fraction of total atoms lost out of the de- 715

sired two-level manifold is less than 3(3)% for all the Raman 716

pulses involved in the interferometer sequence combined. We 717

also observed residual off-resonance transitions to other momen- 718

tum states if the turn on and off of the Raman beams was too rapid. 719

The fraction of atoms lost was reduced below 2(2)% by using an 720

rf switch with 3 µs rise-time to gate the Raman tones. 721

Interpretation of the Wineland criterion 722

The Wineland criterion is often presented in the following form 723

, =
(Δ�I)2 �8

Δ�2
I,(&!

�2
5

, (4)

where the contrasts are related to Bloch vector lengths here by 724

�8 ≡ 2�2/#0 and � 5 ≡ 2�B/#0 for total atom number #0. By 725

rearranging terms, it can also be expressed in a more physically 726

meaningful form as the ratio , =
(

Δ\/Δ\SQL

)2
between the ob- 727

served angular resolution Δ\ =
Δ�I
�B

with entanglement and the 728

standard quantum limit Δ\SQL = 1/
√
# ≡ 1/

√
2�2 for a pure 729

state with the same Bloch vector length �2 as that of the actual 730

mixed state when entanglement is not created. 731

For QND measurements, we evaluate with Δ�I = Δ�I3 and 732

for OAT we evaluate with Δ�I = Δ�I 5 , typically using 100 to 733

200 experimental trials. In a separate set of measurements, the 734

size of the interferometer fringe 2�B is measured by scanning the 735

readout c/2 pulse azimuthal phase through [0, 2c], and fitting 736

the peak-to-peak amplitude of the fringe. To measure # = 2�2 , 737

OAT or QND is temporarily disabled by using "i = 0, but the 738

window durations are left intact. The size of the interferometer 739

fringe 2�2 is then measured as before by scanning the readout c/2 740

pulse azimuthal phase. 741

Without the introduction of QND measurements or one-axis 742

twisting, the mixed state actually performs worse than the stan- 743

dard quantum limit, conceptually due to the spin noise from the 744

dephased or decohered fraction of the atoms that contribute noise 745

but no signal. This is why the observed improvement in the inter- 746

ferometer sensitivity is larger than the Wineland parameter; how- 747

ever, the Wineland parameter captures what fraction of the im- 748

provement can be certified to arise due to entanglement between 749

the atoms and not due to just cancellation of spin noise alone. 750

Vibration noise 751

Mechanical vibrations of the cavity mirrors are equivalent to a 752

fluctuating phase reference for the atoms. A commercial vibrom- 753
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eter was used to measure the spectral density (0 (l) of acceler-754

ation noise at a location on the optical table close to the portion755

that supports the vacuum chamber. In the limit of zero-duration756

pulses, the transfer function for a Mach-Zehnder interferometer757

|) (l) |2 =
64:2

l4 sin
(

l)evol

2

)4

converts accelerations to an inte-758

grated phase noise q2 =
∫ ∞
0

|) (l) |2(0 (l) 3l. For a sequence759

with )evol = 0.3 ms, we estimate the phase noise caused by vibra-760

tions is 20 dB lower than the phase resolution set by the SQL of761

1000 atoms.762
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